CAFÉ NOODLE ROJE ロジェ・
ロジェ・カフェヌードル
Your Hosts: June and Koko
1. YAKISOBA DINNER 焼ききき (CHICKEN チチチ OR PORK ポポポ)

700

Stir-fried ramen-style egg noodles with spices, chicken or pork slices (your choice) and vegetables, and
includes Koko’s internationally acclaimed miso soup and in-season fruit. Margaret’s #1 draft pick.
2. YAKISOBA DINNER 焼ききき (VEGETABLE 野野)

700

Poetry in motion. June was born with spectacular grill wrist action, key to getting the proper mixing of
yakisoba ingredients. Same as above except additional vegetables are substituted for chicken/pork.
3. GYOZA APPETIZER 餃餃
400
Six of June’s freshly-prepared pan-fried pot stickers, served with soy and vinegar sauce for dipping. Be
careful or you’ll be popping these babies like peanuts at the ballpark.
4. GYOZA DINNER 餃餃餃餃
Six gyoza as above, served with rice and miso soup. Make no mistake, these aren’t some factory
made pre-packaged gyoza. Each is lovingly made by hand right here at the JapanBall Hall of Fame.

750

5. RAMEN ラポラチ

600

Hearty prepared-daily clear soup stock with spices and oh-so-elegant noodles, garnished with chopped
onion, bamboo shoots, and bean spouts. Bob lives for this with the gyoza appetizer and a beer.
6. FRIED RICE DINNER チチポチチ餃餃

700

June works a wok of magic with his authentic fried rice recipe passed from generations in his family.
Hall of Famer Joe Kleier gives it two big thumbs-up. Served with miso soup, a vegetable, and fruit.
7. SHOGA-YAKI DINNER しししし焼き餃餃 (CHICKEN チチチ OR PORK ポポポ)

750

Shoga-yaki is a simple and very popular dish in Japan. Sautéed chicken or pork (your choice) and
vegetables, along with rice and miso soup, make this Hall of Famer Leon’s favorite repast.
8. NASU-NIKU-ITAME DINNER ナナ肉餃餃 (CHICKEN チチチ OR PORK ポポポ)
Mayumi can’t get enough of this. June whips this up especially for her and he’ll do it for you, too.
Sautéed eggplant and chicken or pork (your choice), comes with rice and miso soup.
Nama-biru (draft beer) - 450
Sake atsukan (hot) - 400
Bin-biru (bottle beer) - 550
Sake reishu (cold) - 400
Iced Tea, Coffee, Cola - 330
As per Japanese custom, there is no tipping, and tax is already included in price.

850

